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The Mystic Seven 

7 Keys To Abiding In The Awareness Of The Enlightened Mind 

 

Introduction 

The Mystic Seven is a list of seven direct experiences that one has while in the state of Samadhi and are commonly shared by all of those who have 

become re-aware of their natural state of the enlightenment. They are also the foundational characteristics or qualities of the “Source,” and once anyone 

looks beyond them they abide outside of the ultimate truth and dwell in the realm of conventional and illusory reality. These seven keys to abiding in 

the awareness of the enlightened mind help one to become established in a state of consciousness where all of existence is perceived as it truly exists. 

 

Samadhi: There is a place beyond enlightenment where only the Source exists; a place that is indescribable and which the physical mind cannot 

comprehend. The dynamics and contradictions of this Source are infinite, eternal and dictated by the supreme law of the Unity or Singularity 

principle.  It is the realm of “Nothingness”.  And this realm, this dominion of God, can only be accessed while one abides in a state of consciousness 

known as “Samadhi.” 

 

“Samadhi is the Pure and Absolute Silence of the Mind. It is the state of consciousness beyond all concepts and reality where one abides in the 

awareness of supreme knowledge, and in its highest state, “Asamprajnata,” there is actually no perceived experience at all, only the essence of the 

Source. In this state of consciousness an individual has tapped back into the universal consciousness that they have actually never left. It is here that 

all knowledge, experience and reality of the universe exist.  

 

This Non-Experience is very similar to the threshold between the waking state and sleeping state of consciousness.  A moment when there is a 

complete cessation of thought and perception.  There is actually no “Experiencer” and therefore “No Experience” at all.  The only difference is, in the 

threshold between waking and sleeping, you bring nothing back.  In the “Nothingness of The Source” you bring everything back!  One now holds 

within their own mind the origins and nature of the infinite and eternal . . . . .  

 



. . . . . All Knowledge, All Experience, All Existence – an unimaginable combination of phenomenon that is beyond the physical mind’s capacity of 

comprehension. In one fraction of a second, in that one instant of non-existent time, you experience the entire known and unknown universe. You 

smell every fragrance; you see every vision; you hear every sound; you feel every feeling and taste every flavor. You spontaneously cognize all 

knowledge of the universe and experience every life that has ever existed or that ever will. You see all dimensions of time and space and all that 

reside within them. However, unlike the physical realm where after you have had the experience and over time it begins to fade from your memory, 

in the experience of “Nothingness” these experiences and this awareness never subside from the mind of the soul. They will be with you forever, and 

never again will you be able to see the world or anything else as you once did.” 

 

In the highest teachings from all the greatest masters this is said to be the final and ultimate experience.  There are texts that say that all paths lead to 

this experience.  But in fact this is the first and only experience.  Everything else is just the game.  It does not matter if you were a religious ascetic, a 

layman or a murderer, this experienced can happen instantaneously from anywhere at anytime. 

 
 

 
 

 

Samadhi is Instantaneous, There is No Path! 

 

7 Keys To Abiding In The Awareness Of The 

Enlightened Mind 

I. The Source 

All There Is, Is The Source; And We Are That Source. 

All Words Are Sacred, For It Is “I” That Has Spoken Them; 

All Acts Are Sacred, For ”I” Created Them; 

All Things Are Sacred, For “I” Am Them. 

 

II. We Are Eternal   

There Is No Death. There Is No Birth. 

There Was No Beginning, And There Will Be No End. 

That Which Exists Has Always Existed And Shall Always Be. 

 

III. We Are Infinite 

 There Are An Infinite Number Of Expressions Of Every Expression. 

The Moment You Say Something Is Not God, You Have Made Us Finite. 

 

IV. We Are One 

http://spiritseeker.weebly.com/the-source.html


 

There Is No Separation – Period. 

Everything That Surrounds You, Is You. 

Everything Resides Within The Source, Everything Resides Within You. 

 

V. We Are Nothingness 

 

The Unity Experience Dictates That There Is No Separation; 

And The Only Thing That Cannot Have Separation Is Nothing. 

Nothing Is Real; Everything Is Illusion. 

 

VI. Neither Affirmation Nor Negation 

If You Say I Am Human, You Are Affirming Something,   

If You Say I Am Not, You Are Negating Something,  

Beyond Affirmation And Negation, What Am I? 

The Moment You Take A Stand 

You Have Already Lost The Game. 

 

VII.  We Have No Essential Nature 

Since The Source Is Everything & Nothing, It Can Have No Essential Nature 

As mentioned in the introduction, “It cannot be emphasized enough that there is nothing beyond this that is required for one to 

see ‘Through The Eyes of God’ and witness the actual existence  

 


